The increase in the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) is one of the most important 16 world problems. Decreasing of GHG emission is a big challenge in the future. Transportation 17 sector uses a significant part of petroleum production in the world and it leads to an increase in 
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• More than 400 million electric 2-wheelers vehicle will be produced in 2030.
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• All of the cars will have electric 2-wheelers by 2050.
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• The EVI member are 16 governments today. India. It means that their fossil energy consumption in transportation sector will be lower than 
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CHAdeMO only works in a DC system [58] 
210
Support of the infrastructure and EV induced in creating positive opinions in people's minds.
211
People are looking all facilities of the V2G technology [59-67]. 
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370
all parameters and equipment of the grid and demands such as (quantity of the EV's active or EV's energy capacity). Power systems must be controlled with special control nodes depending on area, demand and sources [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] .
system. So all parts of it should be connected and work synchronize. Process of the integration need 375 to make capacity and limit some factors depending on the grid design. Each part of the materials 376 mentioned in this paper play big role on the power system integration. Why the power system correctly when supply/demand condition is fine. For example, status of the charging station, battery 379 status of the EVs and grid supply/demand power are some aspects of V2G technology related to 380 power system integration. Figure 6 gives the facts clearly. The Power system is integrated to give 381 low energy loss, high efficiency so with this technology gap of the supply/demand is reduce and 382 power of the control system is increased. [4] a. Energinet.dk's, "Energy scenarios for 2030," energinet.dk, 2016.
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